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Abstract - From a layout angle, a smart grid is used to combine brand new technologies consisting of advanced metering 
infrastructure, automated communications, disbursed era unit, and garage architecture. This paper brightens the ability effect 
that the troubles associated with smart grid can have on distribution system layout. We're methodically seeking to put into 
effect the idea of making use of the subsequent era wireless era, called a cognitive radio network, for the smart grid. 
specifically, system architecture, algorithms using Lab view NI. A virtual test grid rig assisting each energy and data 
traversal is likewise implemented. the modern centrally controlled power grid is present process a drastic exchange so as to 
address an increasing number of diversified challenges, including surroundings and infrastructure. the following-era energy 
grid, referred to as the clever grid, may be found out with the proactive utilization of present-day technologies inside the 
regions of sensing, communications, control, computing, and data generation. in a clever energy grid, an green and 
dependable communiqué architecture plays a vital role in enhancing performance, sustainability, and balance. 
 
Keywords - Introduction, System Architecture, AMI, Operational process, Future Scope, Literature Survey Conclusion, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In the smart grid, reliable and actual-time facts will 
become the key aspect for reliable delivery of 
electricity from the generating gadgets to the end-
customers. The impact of equipment disasters, 
capacity constraints, and natural injuries and 
catastrophes, which cause electricity disturbances and 
outages, may be in large part averted through on line 
strength gadget circumstance monitoring, diagnostics 
and protection. 
To this cease, the clever monitoring and manipulate 
enabled by modern-day records and conversation 
technology have emerge as important to understand 
the predicted smart grid. The conversation 
infrastructure among energy technology, 
transmission, and distribution and consumption 
requires -way communications, inter-operability 
among superior programs and quit-to-quit reliable 
and at ease communications with low-latencies and 
enough bandwidth, furthermore the gadget safety 
need to be resilient enough to prevent cyber invasion 
and provide device balance and reliability with 
superior controls. 
In the following, predominant smart grid 
communique necessities are presented. the clever grid 
has been notion of as an evolution of electric strength 
structures because of the increasing diffusion of 
disbursed technology via renewable sources, but with 
the extra purpose to beautify performance, reliability 
and safety of the existing electricity grid. initial 
energy traces in the grid were built using a radial 
version, later connectivity turned into assured through 
multiple routes, called a network shape. however, this 
created a brand new problem: if the present day go 
with the flow or associated outcomes across the 

community exceed the boundaries of any specific 
community detail, it can fail, and the present day 
might be shunted to other community elements, 
which eventually may additionally fail as a result 
comes the need of smart grids with the ever growing 
and coming near demands. a proposed solution may 
be improving two-way communique between 
individual elements and imparting an trade routing 
direction for strength and statistics traversing in the 
community which perhaps completed with the assist 
of the forth cited device structure. 
 
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
With the help of a VI built on labview the concept of 
smart infrastructure in a grid structure can be easily 
visualized. The block structure can be easily 
summarized into the following block constituents: 

 
COMMON SMART GRID BLOCK 
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This is a generalised structure of a smart grid with an 
automatic metering interface(AMI). Green 
communication in smart grid emphasizes on the 
efficient traversal of power and power related data on 
the communication line. 
Since this is a basic example of one system the 
concept of distribution block becomes obsolete which 
is thereby replaced by a RPS system which manages 
the further routing of power in the composite system. 
The operational block of the simple transmission 
system in a system implemented using a two-way 
syn-ack handshake system and basic generation and 
transmission block can be shown be the help of the 
following VI shown on the adjacent pane. 
The generation of power is in accordance with the 
power limit requested by the user or the cap limit is 
managed by the power generation and a user 
interaction VI which can or cannot be integrated with 
the generation and the distribution process. 
The reserve power system acts as a backup and 
provides the excess power as per the amount 
requested by the user or it performs the task of 
diverting the surplus power to some other substation 
or unit where the excess power is required or routed 
to depending upon if there is a queued request from 
the user block. 
 
User Variables and data are stored in the form of 
cluster in the VI the user block also contains the AMI 
which are briefly described below. 
 
CLUSTER 
The cluster is the formation of a group of different 
data types such as numeric, text, string, array etc. It is 
been combined into a single group or structure which 
is known as a cluster. 
In LabVIEW, the cluster can be either local variable 
and global variable. 

 
POWER GENERATION VI 
 

III. AUTOMATIC METERING 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

 
 
In automatic metering infrastructure, the concept is 
very simple it is used with the generation of billing of 
power generated. As the name suggests the metering 
of power is done automatically by logics used by a 
computer. 
 
Let's take an example to understand this, let's say 
number of units consumed by consumer 150 units, for 
the first 100 units the user will pay 3 rupees per unit 
and for the next 50 unit the user has to pay 5 rupees 
per unit, thus the total bill of this user would be 5 x 
100 = 500 + 5 x 50 = 250, does the total bill equals to 
500 + 250 = 750. 
 
Perform this operation the multiplications, additions, 
and subtractions are used according to a logic. This 
logic defines the billing system if there is an error in 
the logic the error would be shown in the bill. Hence 
correction of logic is must in this module. 
 
IV. OPERATIONAL PROCESS 
 
The bulk of operational processes can be broken 
down into the following sub processes i.e. 
 

a) Power generation to its nearest requested 
value. 

b) Distribution of that power. 
c) Excess power request or service denial 

request handling through RPS. 
d) Automatic Metering 

 
The whole process Concentrates on making the 
process dynamic and ensuring efficient 
communication between the constituent element 
blocks. A figurative description of all the major 
blocks is shown below 
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OPERATIONAL BLOCK 
 
The key things to be kept in mind while designing 
such a VI is the verification and representation of 
clusters on continuous or discrete signals on the 
USRP will require a proper encoding methodology 
and structural procedure because the encoding of 
alphanumeric data on sinusoidal signals will require a 
bit mapper which will essentially map the 
alphanumeric notations to certain discrete levels 
which can be easily encoded on a signal. 
The other important parameter that needs to be kept 
in mind is that a wireless connectivity between the 
control unit and the user and generation block is 
must. 
The range and the operational parameters of the 
USRP module should also be kept in my mind. 
 
V. LITRATURE SURVEY 
 
In this we have given summary of various research 
papers which we have studies .these research paper 
were quite some help for completion of our project. 
 
1. From Reference 1 we conclude:- 
—Traditional power grids are currently being 
transformed into smart grids (SGs). SGs feature 
multi-way communication among energy generation, 
transmission, distribution, and usage facilities. The 
reliable,  efficient, and intelligent management of 
complex power systems requires integration of high-
speed, reliable, and secure data information and 
communication technology into the SGs to monitor 
and regulate power generation and usage. 
2. From Reference 2 we conclude:- 
—In this paper is to enhance RPL for cognitive radio 
enabled AMI networks. The enhanced protocol 
provides novel medications in order to address the 
routing challenges in cognitive radio environments 
along with protecting the primary users as well as 
meeting the utility requirements of secondary 
network. System level performance evaluation shows 

the effectiveness of proposed protocol as available 
solution for practical cognitive AMI networks. 
 
FUTURE SCOPE 
 
This type of smart grid system will be very helpful in 
power optimization, efficient power transmission and 
power distribution while minimizing the losses. The 
project will be helpful in providing insights and 
deriving an achievability and feasibility index. The 
main purpose of this project is to enhance load 
balancing and efficient load distribution statistics. It 
will completely remove the manual work done by 
people and all the services will be automated. This 
will also reduce the amount of energy dissipation or 
loss during transmission of electricity from one place 
to another. The storage and routing of electricity to 
required and distant areas will become highly 
accessible Thus, implementing this technology will 
have a lot of future scope in power electronics and 
Electrical systems. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Green Communication for smart grid emphasizes on 
the fact that there is a lot of power loss due to the 
continuous nature of power distribution and in order 
to ensure maximum efficiency from the generated 
power an efficient infrastructure must be established 
with an alternate feedback path and a stringent 
communication path so that the unnecessary power 
wastage can be avoided. 
Implementation of such infrastructures will provide 
better flexibility and control to the end user. It will 
also ensure a better accountability. Since the path of 
the distributed power will be optimized correcting 
circuits can be easily implemented according to the 
needs of the subsequent user power distribution 
efficiency and consumption will increase by 45%. 
There will no shortage of power during peak hours 
and the next phase of the smart grids i.e. self-
correcting circuits can be easily implemented. 
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